Coulomb Shifts upon Exciton Addition to Photoexcited PbS Colloidal Quantum Dots
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ABSTRACT: Using ultrafast hyperspectral transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy, we determine the biexciton addition energies in PbS quantum dots (QDs) with different sizes when either a cold or a hot electron–hole pair is added to a QD already containing a cooled exciton. The observed dependence of this so-called biexciton addition energy on the QD diameter and the exciton energy can be rationalized by interpreting the addition energies as the result of an imbalance in the Coulomb interactions between the newly created carriers and the carriers already present in a QD. The obtained results are therefore relevant from both a fundamental and practical point of view. They provide experimental data on Coulomb interaction between charge carriers in confined semiconductors that can be compared with theoretical estimates. Moreover, understanding the way hot–cold biexciton addition energies influence the transient absorption spectrum adds a new element to the transient absorption toolbox for the optoelectronic properties of colloidal QDs.

INTRODUCTION

Colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals or quantum dots (QDs) are an increasingly prominent class of low-dimensional nanomaterials that combine size-tunable electronic and optical properties with a suitability for solution-based processing. Starting from fundamental research and theoretical modeling on their unique physical properties, QDs are now applied in a variety of domains such as solar energy harvesting, photo-detection, and light-emitting diodes or displays.1–5 These applications typically rely on the linear optical properties of QDs, i.e., light absorption by unexcited QDs and light emission by radiative recombination in excited QDs. On the other hand, various studies have shown that the spectral and time-dependent properties of excited QDs can strongly enhance the performance of QD-based devices in the above mention applications or enable QDs to be used in completely different applications. Quantum dots excited with photons having energies exceeding twice that of the QD band gap transition can, for example, dissipate their excess energy by forming biexcitons in a process called multiple exciton generation (MEG) that can considerably enhance the short circuit current of single junction, QD-based solar cells.6–8 Controlling the recombination rate of biexcitons by nonradiative Auger processes allowed for the formation of blinking-free QDs and facilitated the formation of QD-based lasers.9,10 Moreover, it was proven that excited QDs exhibit a broadband and ultrafast photoinduced absorption related to intraband transitions of either the excited electron or hole, which could be used for optical modulation.11,12

A ubiquitous property of excited QDs in this respect is the shift of their absorbance spectrum relative to that of unexcited QDs. These spectral shifts are typically attributed to an imbalance in the mutual electron–electron, electron–hole, and hole–hole Coulomb interactions upon addition of an exciton to an already excited QD. In the case of core/shell heteronanostructures with a staggered band alignment, for example, repulsive biexciton interactions were used to achieve single exciton gain,13 which is otherwise unattainable when using the QD band gap transition for stimulated emission. From a more practical point of view, spectral shifts complicate the interpretation of transient absorption spectra. When present, variations of the absorbance of a QD ensemble at a given wavelength after pulsed photoexcitation do not simply reflect state-filling or photoinduced absorption, and a detailed analysis of the full transient absorption spectrum is needed.14,15

In spite of the importance of spectral shifts upon exciton addition for the interpretation of transient absorption spectra and the possibility to use them for tweaking QD properties, few studies have systematically addressed the properties of these shifts. Especially the effect of Coulomb interactions on high-energy transitions remains an unexplored field, although the high-energy transient absorption of near-infrared quantum dots for example is extremely important for studying the dynamical properties of hot carriers relevant for multiple-exciton generation5,16 or carrier extraction in photovoltaic cells or...
photodetectors. A possible complication in this respect is the
fact that a proper evaluation of spectral shifts requires the
recording of the transient spectrum over a sufficiently broad
wavelength range with high spectral resolution. Initial attempts
by Trinh et al. were conducted on PbSe QDs, but it is only
recently that full broadband transient absorption studies have
been reported for near-infrared absorbing QDs. These
however focus mostly on near-infrared probing for multiple
exciton generation and, as such, do not give a detailed account
of exciton addition energies.

Here, we report on a comprehensive study of spectral shifts \( \Delta \) upon (multiple) exciton addition to photoexcited PbS
quantum dots using transient absorption spectroscopy with
white light probing. We focus first on the addition of an exciton
resonant with the bandgap transition, i.e., a so-called cold
exciton, where the spectral shift \( \Delta_{\text{sc}} \) between two cold excitons is
obtained by fitting the transient absorbance to a model
function containing \( \Delta_{\text{sc}} \) as an adjustable parameter. The
ensuing biexciton addition energy is negative, with a magnitude
that goes down with increasing quantum dot diameter. Next,
we show that upon creation of a high energy electron–hole
pair, i.e., a so-called hot electron–hole pair, the interaction with
cold excitons already present also results in a spectral red-shift.
As was pointed out by different authors, a hot electron–hole
pair has not yet condensed into an exciton, hence the
wording hot electron–hole pair instead of hot exciton. The
corresponding hot–cold biexciton addition energy \( \Delta_{\text{hc}} \) is
largely independent of the excitation energy and scales
proportionally to the number of cold excitons present. The
magnitude of \( \Delta_{\text{hc}} \) decreases with increasing quantum dot
diameter and systematically exceeds the magnitude of \( \Delta_{\text{sc}} \). On
the other hand, no significant spectral shifts are measured upon
addition of a hot electron–hole pair to quantum dots already
containing hot electron–hole pairs. Hence, we determine that
biexciton shifts increase as \( \Delta_{\text{hc}} > \Delta_{\text{sc}} \gg \Delta_{\text{hh}} \). We discuss these
exciton addition energies and their relative magnitude in terms
of an imbalance of the electron–electron, hole–hole, and
electron–hole Coulomb interactions between the newly added
carrier charge carriers and the carriers already present in the quantum
dot.

## CONCEPTS

**Exciton Addition Energies and Coulomb Shifts.** In a
single electron picture, photon absorption can transfer an
electron from an initial state \( i \) to a final state \( j \) of a quantum dot,

\[
\Delta \epsilon_{ij} = -\Delta \epsilon_{0ij} - \sum_k (J_{eh,ik} - J_{he,ki}) - \sum_l (J_{he,il} - J_{ee,li})
\]

where the photon energy matches the energy difference \( \Delta \epsilon_{0ij} \)
given by

\[
\Delta \epsilon_{0ij} = \epsilon_{ej} + \epsilon_{hi} - J_{eh,ij}
\]

Here, the subscript 0 indicates that the photon is absorbed by
an unexcited QD, while \( \epsilon_{ej} \) and \( \epsilon_{hi} \) denote the electron and
hole energy level, respectively—counted as positive numbers
starting from the uppermost valence-band level—and \( J_{eh,ij} \) is the
absolute value of the Coulomb interaction energy between an
electron in state \( j \) and a hole in state \( i \) (see Figure 1a). In
writing eq 1, we have neglected possible contributions from
configuration interaction or exchange interaction.

If the QD already contains \( N \) excitons, the transition between
the same single electron states will occur at an energy difference
\( \Delta \epsilon_{Nij} \) that may differ from \( \Delta \epsilon_{0ij} \) due to Coulomb interactions
between the newly created electron–hole pair and the electrons
and holes already present in the quantum dots. Using the
different Coulomb terms as shown in Figure 1a, \( \Delta \epsilon_{Nij} \) can be
written as

\[
\Delta \epsilon_{Nij} = \Delta \epsilon_{0ij} - \sum_k (J_{eh,ik} - J_{he,ki}) - \sum_l (J_{he,il} - J_{ee,li})
\]

Here, the indices \( k \) and \( l \) label the states of all electrons and
holes already present in the QD.

The concept of a spectral shift refers to the fact that the same
electronic transition is observed at a different photon energy.
The spectral shift \( \Delta N_{ij} \) for exciton addition to a QD already
containing \( N \) excitons can therefore be defined as

\[
\Delta N_{ij} = \Delta \epsilon_{Nij} - \Delta \epsilon_{0ij}
\]

Using eqs 1 and 2, \( \Delta N_{ij} \) can be written as

\[
\Delta N_{ij} = -\sum_k (J_{eh,ik} - J_{he,ki}) - \sum_l (J_{he,il} - J_{ee,li})
\]

In principle, \( \Delta N_{ij} \) depends on the electron and hole states
occupied by the newly formed exciton and by the excitons
already present. When analyzed using transient absorption
spectroscopy, \( \Delta N_{ij} \) can therefore depend on the pump and
probe photon energy and the pump–probe time delay.
Assuming however that all Coulomb interaction terms are
independent of the particular states occupied by the electrons
and the holes already present, labeled in general as 0, eq 4 becomes

\[
\Delta N_{ij} = -\sum_k (J_{eh,ik} - J_{he,ki}) - \sum_l (J_{he,il} - J_{ee,li})
\]

Here, the subscript 0 indicates that the photon is absorbed by
an unexcited QD, while \( \epsilon_{ej} \) and \( \epsilon_{hi} \) denote the electron and
hole energy level, respectively—counted as positive numbers
starting from the uppermost valence-band level—and \( J_{eh,ij} \) is the
absolute value of the Coulomb interaction energy between an
electron in state \( j \) and a hole in state \( i \) (see Figure 1a). In
writing eq 1, we have neglected possible contributions from
configuration interaction or exchange interaction. If the QD already contains \( N \) excitons, the transition between
the same single electron states will occur at an energy difference
\( \Delta \epsilon_{Nij} \) that may differ from \( \Delta \epsilon_{0ij} \) due to Coulomb interactions
between the newly created electron–hole pair and the electrons
and holes already present in the quantum dots. Using the
different Coulomb terms as shown in Figure 1a, \( \Delta \epsilon_{Nij} \) can be
written as

\[
\Delta \epsilon_{Nij} = \Delta \epsilon_{0ij} - \sum_k (J_{eh,ik} - J_{he,ki}) - \sum_l (J_{he,il} - J_{ee,li})
\]

Here, the indices \( k \) and \( l \) label the states of all electrons and
holes already present in the QD.

The concept of a spectral shift refers to the fact that the same
electronic transition is observed at a different photon energy.
The spectral shift \( \Delta N_{ij} \) for exciton addition to a QD already
containing \( N \) excitons can therefore be defined as

\[
\Delta N_{ij} = \Delta \epsilon_{Nij} - \Delta \epsilon_{0ij}
\]

Using eqs 1 and 2, \( \Delta N_{ij} \) can be written as

\[
\Delta N_{ij} = -\sum_k (J_{eh,ik} - J_{he,ki}) - \sum_l (J_{he,il} - J_{ee,li})
\]

In principle, \( \Delta N_{ij} \) depends on the electron and hole states
occupied by the newly formed exciton and by the excitons
already present. When analyzed using transient absorption
spectroscopy, \( \Delta N_{ij} \) can therefore depend on the pump and
probe photon energy and the pump–probe time delay.
Assuming however that all Coulomb interaction terms are
independent of the particular states occupied by the electrons
and the holes already present, labeled in general as 0, eq 4 becomes

\[
\Delta N_{ij} = -\sum_k (J_{eh,ik} - J_{he,ki}) - \sum_l (J_{he,il} - J_{ee,li})
\]

Here, the subscript 0 indicates that the photon is absorbed by
an unexcited QD, while \( \epsilon_{ej} \) and \( \epsilon_{hi} \) denote the electron and
hole energy level, respectively—counted as positive numbers
starting from the uppermost valence-band level—and \( J_{eh,ij} \) is the
absolute value of the Coulomb interaction energy between an
electron in state \( j \) and a hole in state \( i \) (see Figure 1a). In
writing eq 1, we have neglected possible contributions from
configuration interaction or exchange interaction.
\[
\Delta_{N,i} = -N(J_{eb,0} + J_{he,0} - J_{hh,0} - J_{ex,0}) = N\Delta
\]  

(5)

One sees that in this case a spectral shift is obtained proportional to the number of excitons present and determined by the net difference of \(e^-\cdot h\) Coulomb attraction and \(e^-\cdot e\) and \(h\cdot h\) repulsion between the newly formed electron–hole pair and the electrons and holes already present.

**Determination of Spectral Shifts.** In general, the absorption spectrum \(\alpha^*\) of an ensemble of quantum dots after photoexcitation is the weighted average of the spectra of quantum dots containing 0, 1, 2, etc., excitons. Denoting the fraction of quantum dots containing \(N\) excitons by \(x_N\), we have:

\[
\alpha^*(\epsilon, t) = \sum_N x_N(t)\alpha_0(\epsilon - \Delta^*)
\]

(6)

With \(t\) denoting the time delay after the pump pulse, eq 6 explicitly takes the time dependence of the fractions \(x_N\) and the absorption spectra \(\alpha_0\) into account, where the former can change due to exciton recombination while, e.g., exciton cooling can affect the latter. Spectral shifts are one of the parameters that determine the difference between \(\alpha_N\) and \(\alpha_0\) and they can be determined by fitting the spectrum \(\alpha^*\) to eq 6 while using parametrized expressions for each spectrum \(\alpha_N\).

A more direct determination of spectral shifts is possible when the only difference between \(\alpha^*\) and the spectrum \(\alpha_0(\epsilon - \Delta^*)\) before excitation is a spectral shift by an energy \(\Delta^*\). In that case, one has (see Figure 1b)

\[
\alpha^*(\epsilon) = \alpha_0(\epsilon - \Delta^*)
\]

(7)

For sufficiently small spectral shifts, \(\Delta^*\) can thus be calculated as:

\[
\Delta^*(\epsilon) = \frac{\alpha_0(\epsilon) - \alpha^*(\epsilon)}{d\alpha_0(\epsilon)/d\epsilon}
\]

(8)

Using eq 6 and writing the spectral shift between the absorption spectrum \(\alpha_N\) and \(\alpha_0\) as \(\Delta N\), the spectrum \(\alpha^*\) can be expressed as:

\[
\alpha^*(\epsilon) = \sum_N \left(\alpha_0(\epsilon) - \frac{d\alpha_0}{d\epsilon}\Delta N\right) x_N
\]

(9)

Entering this expression in eq 7, it thus follows that the overall spectral shift \(\Delta^*\) is obtained as the weighted average of the shifts \(\Delta N\):

\[
\Delta^* = \sum_i \Delta N x_N
\]

When \(\Delta N\) is proportional to \(N\) (see eq 5), we obtain the result that \(\Delta^*\) is proportional to the average number of excitons per QD \(\langle N\rangle\):

\[
\Delta^* = \langle N\rangle \Delta
\]

**EXPERIMENTAL SECTION**

Oleylamine (OLA)-capped PbS QDs were synthesized using the procedure described by Cademartiri et al.\(^23\) and modified by Moreels et al.\(^24\). After synthesis, the OLA ligand shell is substituted by oleic acid (OA). This is done by first precipitating the QDs from the reaction mixture by addition of ethanol and redispersing the QD pellet obtained after centrifugation in 10 mL of toluene and 1.5 mL of oleic acid. After precipitation with ethanol and centrifugation, the QDs are resuspended in toluene and the exchange is repeated.

Samples were excited using 180 fs pump pulses at 700 nm, created from the 1028 nm fundamental (Pharos SP, 6 W, Light Conversion) through nonlinear frequency mixing in an OPA (Orpheus, Light Conversion). Probe pulses were generated in a sapphire crystal using the 1028 nm fundamental. The pulses were delayed relative to the pump using a delay stage with \(2.5\) ns (Helios spectrometer, Ultrafast Systems). The probe spectrum in our experiments covers the \(\text{vis}\)–\(\text{NIR}\) window from 550 up to 1600 nm. PbS quantum dots were dispersed in an optically transparent solvent (tetrachloroethylene) to achieve optical densities of 0.1 at the first exciton transition, and samples were stirred during all measurements. The average number of absorbed photons (or equivalently created excitons) \(\langle N\rangle\) can be calculated from the photon flux \(J_{ph}\) the cuvette length \(L\), and the nanocrystal absorption cross section \(\sigma_{abs}\) at the pump wavelength \(\sigma_{abs}(\lambda_{pump}) = J_{ph} \times \sigma_{abs} \times \left(1 - e^{-\alpha_{abs}L}\right)\). Assuming Poissonian statistics,\(^25\) one can write the probability to have \(N\) excitons in a nanocrystal as \(P(N) = e^{-\langle N\rangle}\langle N\rangle^N/N!\).

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Near-Bandgap Probing. Figure 2a shows the linear absorbance spectrum \(\alpha_0\) of a dispersion of 5.2 nm PbS QDs, together with the 2D transient absorbance (TA) image \(\Delta A\) in the wavelength range \(1200–1520\) nm (1.03–0.81 eV), recorded following a 180 fs optical pump pulse that creates on average 0.1 excitons per QD. At wavelengths around the band gap transition of 1400 nm (0.88 eV), a reduced absorption is observed due to the filling of the highest valence-band and lowest conduction-band states by the cooled exciton. Apart from a slight reduction in intensity, the transient absorption shows little variation in the time range 2.5–500 ps.
(see Figure 2b), which is much shorter than the single exciton lifetime. In Figure 2c, the nonlinear absorbance $A^* = A_0 + \Delta A$ recorded 500 ps after the pump pulse is plotted for different pump fluences as characterized by the average number of excitons $\langle N \rangle$. $A^*$ decreases with increasing $\langle N \rangle$ due to more extensive state filling, and its maximum shows a progressive red-shift relative to the maximum of $A_0$ when the pump fluence is raised.

After a time delay of 500 ps, all multie excitons initially present after the pump pulse have decayed by Auger recombination and only unexcited and singly excited quantum dots remain. Figure 2c therefore indicates that the addition energy of a cold exciton, i.e., resonant with the bandgap, to a quantum dot already containing a cold exciton is negative. To quantify this exciton, i.e., resonant with the bandgap, to a quantum dot, Figure 2d shows increased intraband absorption, giving an additional edge due to more strongly than unexcited quantum dots at photon energies corresponding to 1.6–2.4 times the bandgap transition energy. This photoinduced absorption clearly depends on the probe-photon wavelength but shows only little change, if any, as a function of the pump–probe delay.

Figure 3b depicts a spectral cut of the TA spectrum taken at 2.5 ps, together with the derivative $\Delta \alpha/d\epsilon$. It follows that at photon energies at around 2.1 eV (600 nm), where the photoinduced absorption is largest, also $\Delta \alpha/d\epsilon$ peaks, whereas at wavelengths around 1.6 eV (750 nm), both the photoinduced absorption and $\Delta \alpha/d\epsilon$ attain a minimum value. Referring to eq 7, this suggests that the photoinduced absorption at these high photon energies results from a wavelength-independent spectral shift. Using this equation to calculate this presumed spectral shift $\Delta^*$ from the experimental TA spectrum after 2.5 ps, i.e., after the excitons created by the pump pulse have cooled to the band edges, we indeed find a largely constant, negative shift between photon energies of 550 and 700 nm (see Figure 4a). Moreover, by increasing the pump fluence, it follows that the shift $\Delta^*$ thus calculated changes proportionally to the average number of excitons $\langle N \rangle$ per QD (see Figure 4b). In this respect, $\Delta^*$ has all the properties expected for a true spectral shift according to the simple model expressed by eq 9. We therefore tentatively link the slope of the $\Delta^*$ vs $\langle N \rangle$ curve—which amounts to $-4.7 \pm 0.2$ meV—to the net biexciton Coulomb interaction $\Delta$ as introduced in eq 5 between the hot electron–hole pair created by the probe pulse and a cold exciton resulting from the pump pulse. We will refer to this number as $\Delta_{\text{exc}}$, i.e., the hot–cold exciton addition energy, where the observation that $\Delta_{\text{exc}} < 0$ points toward biexciton attraction.

Further confirmation of the interpretation of the photoinduced absorption as a spectral shift resulting from a nonzero exciton addition energy follows from the time dependence of $\Delta^*$. As can be seen in Figure 4c, the photoinduced absorption decreases within the first 100 ps after photoexcitation to a steady background value once $\langle N \rangle$ is equal to or higher than 0.7. This is the typical lifetime of multie excitons that recombine via nonradiative Auger processes, which indicates that the time dependence of $\Delta^*$ follows that of $\langle N \rangle$. Moreover, when the pump fluence is increased such that $\langle N \rangle \approx 6$ right after the pump pulse, $\Delta^*$ attains a value of $-4.6$ meV after 500 ps (see
multiexcitons. As indicated by the dotted black line, the spectral shift 
fluctuates with the probe delay, this result confirms the consistency of the interpretation put forward.

In Figure 5, we represent the spectral shift \( \Delta \) for a sample of 3.75 nm PbS QDs after a 700 nm pump pulse that creates an average 0.18 excitons per QD. It follows that \( \Delta \) levels off at a value of \(-0.78 \text{ meV}\) within 2 ps after the pump pulse. In line with Figure 4, this value corresponds to \( \approx 0.17 \Delta_{\text{hh}} \), such that it can indeed be attributed to the hot—cold biexciton interaction. On the other hand, within the first picosecond after the pump pulse, the absolute value of \( \Delta \) gradually increases from naught to this final value. At these early stages, the exciton created by the pump pulse has not yet relaxed to the band edges, a conclusion confirmed by the gradual increase of the bleach of the band gap transition within the same time span (see Figure S, blue trace). This means that the time evolution of \( \Delta \) reflects the evolution of the biexciton addition energy from a hot—hot to a hot—cold combination. As such, we could estimate an upper limit to the hot—hot interaction from a deconvolution of the nonlinear absorbance to a model indicative of an expected Coulomb type size dependence.

**DISCUSSION**

We have shown that after photoexcitation of a quantum dot ensemble using a femtosecond pump pulse, the absorbance of the sample at photon energies well above the bandgap transition increases. The change in absorbance is consistent with a spectral red-shift constant in energy, which we attribute to nonzero bi- or multiexciton addition energies. It follows that the hot—cold addition energy corresponds to the product of the biexciton addition energy \( \Delta_{\text{hh}} \), and the number of cold excitons present in the quantum dot. This biexciton addition energy is a negative number—leading to the observed spectral red-shifts—with a magnitude of a few meV. It is largely independent of the actual state of the hot electron—hole pair, and its magnitude decreases with increasing quantum dot diameter. Since the initial dynamics of the spectral red-shift is identical to that of exciton cooling—raising from naught to a steady value within 1–2 ps—we conclude that the hot—hot biexciton addition energy \( \Delta_{\text{hh}} \) appears to be negligible as compared to \( \Delta_{\text{hc}} \). This set of biexciton addition energies is complemented by the analysis of the spectral bleach around the band gap transition, where the cold—cold biexciton addition energy could be derived from a fit of the nonlinear absorbance to a model function that takes into account state filling, spectral shifts, and photoinduced absorption due to intraband transitions. As
compared to $\Delta_{hh}$, $\Delta_{cc}$ is smaller by about 15–35%, while showing a similar dependence on the quantum dot diameter.

Apart from providing an interpretation of the photoinduced absorption at high photon energies, this study thus yields numbers for the hot–hot, hot–cold, and cold–cold biexciton addition energy that can be compared to the expected, based either on qualitative arguments or on more detailed numerical calculations. As argued before, nonzero biexciton addition energies are typically attributed to imbalances in Coulomb attraction and repulsion between the four charge carriers constituting the biexciton. Using the notation introduced previously, the Coulomb interaction $J_{hh,cc}$ between an electron in state $j$ and a hole in state $k$ can be expressed in terms of the respective single particle eigenfunctions $\psi_{j,\epsilon}$ and $\psi_{k,\epsilon}$ as

$$J_{hh,cc} = \int \int \frac{|\psi_{j,\epsilon}(r_1)|^2 |\psi_{k,\epsilon}(r_2)|^2}{\varepsilon(r_1, r_2) |r_1 - r_2|} \, dr_1 \, dr_2 \tag{11}$$

Here, $r_1$ and $r_2$ are the position vector of the electron and the hole, respectively, whereas $\varepsilon(r_1, r_2)$ is the microscopic dielectric function. On the basis of eq 11, one sees from eq 4 that the biexciton addition energy will indeed get smaller with increasing quantum dot diameter, a trend in line with our observations. Moreover, exciton addition energies will reduce to zero when the wave function amplitude of all electron and hole states involved is spread identically over a quantum dot. In the same way, eq 5 indicates that with one cold electron–hole pair present biexciton addition energies will be independent of the state of the second exciton when the electron wave function amplitudes and the hole wave function amplitudes of different electron–hole pairs again have a similar distribution over the quantum dot.

Using these rules of thumb, the experimental findings on the different biexciton addition energies, i.e., $\Delta_{cc}$, $\Delta_{hc}$, and $\Delta_{hh}$, can be rationalized by looking at the envelope wave function of electrons or holes at the band edges and at higher conduction or valence band states. The former are composed of small wavenumber components with an amplitude that is maximal in the center of the dot (see Figure 7). On the other hand, the latter are made up of high wavenumber components with an amplitude more equally distributed over the entire quantum dot, a distribution that will be similar for different high energy states. As a result, one expects that hot–hot biexciton addition energies should be small since all electron and hole states involved have a similar distribution of their wave function amplitude over the quantum dot. Hot–cold biexciton addition energies, on the other hand can be considerably larger, yet given the similar spreading of high energy electron and high energy hole states over the quantum dot, they will show little dependence on the particular state the hot pair is in. Finally, since the wave function amplitude of band-edge electrons and holes will be more alike than that of band-edge electrons and high energy electrons or band-edge holes and high-energy holes, the cold–cold biexciton addition energy will tend to be smaller than the hot–cold addition energy.

The observation that the hot–cold addition energy scales as the product of the biexciton addition energy and the average number of excitons is also useful for practical purposes. Since the transient absorption spectrum of PbS quantum dots after exciton cooling is only determined by these spectral shifts in the wavelength range between 550 and 700 nm, knowledge of $\Delta_{cc}$ enables a direct determination of $\langle N \rangle$ from the differential absorbance at a single wavelength. Since $\langle N \rangle$ is a central quantity in the study of processes such as multie exciton generation, the results shown here suggest that these may be studied more directly by looking at spectral shifts in the visible part of the transient absorption spectrum rather than analyzing absorption changes around the bandgap transition.

## CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an experimental study on the biexciton addition energy in colloidal PbS quantum dots for the cases where a cold exciton is added to a quantum dot already containing a cold exciton ($\Delta_{cc}$) and a hot electron–hole pair is added to a quantum dot already containing a cold exciton ($\Delta_{hc}$) or a hot electron–hole pair ($\Delta_{hh}$). These exciton addition energies are derived from the transient absorption spectrum, either around the bandgap transition for cold exciton addition or at photon energies well above the bandgap for hot electron–hole pair addition. Since the transient absorbance is determined by a combination of state filling, spectral shifts, and intraband absorption in the former case, we fit the differential absorbance to a model function to derive $\Delta_{cc}$. For hot electron–hole pair addition, on the other hand, we find that the transient absorbance in the wavelength range studied is only determined by a spectral shift. As a result, a more direct determination of $\Delta_{hc}$ and $\Delta_{hh}$ from the transient absorbance is possible. Interestingly, we find that $\Delta_{cc}$ is largely independent of the actual hot electron state and decreases strongly with increasing quantum-dot diameter. As compared to $\Delta_{cc}$, $\Delta_{hh}$ is negligible whereas $\Delta_{hc}$ is smaller by 15–35% in the diameter range studied. These qualitative features of the different biexciton addition energies can be understood by interpreting the biexciton addition energy in terms of an imbalance of the Coulomb interactions between the newly created charge carriers and the charge carriers already present in the quantum dots.
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Figure 7. Schematic representation of the square of the envelope wave function of (blue) electron and (red) hole states at the band edges and in the high-energy continuum of conduction and valence band states, respectively.
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